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General Disclaimer
This document was prepared by RML Advisory for informational purposes and is not the re-
sult of a financial analysis. It is for your information only. This document does not constitute 
an offer, solicitation or recommendation to buy or sell certain products, to effect transac-
tions or to conclude any legal act. Before you make a decision based on this information, we 
recommend that you contact your advisor. Only those who are clearly aware of the risks of 
the transaction to be concluded and who are economically in a position to bear any losses 
should carry out investment transactions. RML Advisory assumes no liability for the content 
of this publication.
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Summary
January 2021 was a challenging month for our portfolio mainly due our Global Fixed Income & 
FX manager contributing negatively with -0.80% to the portfolios overall negative monthly per-
formance. Systematic Trading was slightly negative. However, CTAs contributed positively. Long/
Short Equity & Arbitrage as well as our Multi-Asset Mangers provided positive contributions too.

Performance Attribution January 2021:

Systematic Trading & CTA
The market experienced a bumpy road in January. While the S&P 500 rallied over +2% in the 
first half of January, it tumbled -3.3% during the last week of the month amid a short-squeeze on 
short-sellers and mixed tech earnings. Although the FOMC (Federal Open Market Committee) 
reiterated its full support of the economy backed by its ultra-accommodative monetary policy, the 
market sell-off stressed investors and the VIX spiked considerably hitting a peak at 37 on the 27th 
of January. On the fixed-income side, the 10-year Treasury note yields slightly rose pushed by 
the Biden administration‘s stimulus plan. Our manager closed the month with -0.2%. The Volatility 
Intraday strategies performed positively with a contribution of +0.7%, while treasury strategies 
fell short and underperformed this month with -0.5%. Long equity exposures led to a negative 
contribution of -0.4%. Our CTA manager had a positive January (+ 1.70%). Key performance 
drivers were Corn Long, Soja Beans Long, Heating Oil Long, Gasoline Long, Russel 2000 Long. 
Main detractors were FX and Gold Long.

Global Macro Value
After a very strong start, a pronounced – largely technical – sell-off in the latter days of the month 
meant the fund ended January down a tad (- 0.20%). That has all reversed in the first week of 
February: at time of sending this note the fund is up over 6% net for the month and the year, so 
retracing back through the highs of early-mid January. On January 29 (the last trading day of the 
month), equity markets closed at their local lows, meaning the month performance breakdown 
reflects those lows. But for the record the calendar month saw gains in rates (85bps) and com-
modities (15bps) offset by losses in FX (100bps) and equities (20bps). By book, equity investment 
was down 30bps, carry + up 20bps (so the investment book close to flat), DM trading down 
95bps, EM trading up 50bps (trading in total down just under 50bps), and hedging up 50bps. 
Three significant facts dominated what turned out to be a wild month in markets in January: the 
overall bullish, risk-on trend enjoyed since the vaccine news of November continued, helped 
by Democrat victories in Georgia’s Senate run-offs; worrisome news of new mutations raising 
questions over vaccine efficacy; and – a first – a market “battle” between long/short equity hedge 
funds and retail investors. The first the manager has rehearsed endlessly and continue to see as 
the big picture. The worry on vaccine efficacy did lead the manager to cut risk. The manager’s 
tactics now are to ride the strong markets some, though the manager has already started to re-
strike hedging puts and take some premium out of short-dated call positions by rolling them up a 
bit, in order to keep things prudent. In other words, the manager will not be adding here if the mar-
ket continues to go up but, tactically, shuffling things around, and if anything, taking length out.
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Systematic Trading & CTA +0.04%
Global Marco Value -0.02%
Long/Short Equity & Arbitrage +0.16%
Global Fixed Income & FX -0.80%
Multi-Assets +0.38%
Gross Performance -0.24%
Pro Rata Fees -0.10%
Net Performance -0.34%
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Long/Short Equity & Arbitrage
The manager made a strong start to the year (+ 0.81%), outperforming the market neutral hedge 
fund index by 1.33% over the same period. The strategy generated positive returns within its core 
long/short intraday trading strategy. The manager is encouraged by the market outlook within its 
two structured arbitrage trading strategies. The manager continues to apply a strong focus on 
risk management within all strategies given the heightened equity volatility.

Global Fixed Income & FX
January 2021 started with Yen and fixed income at or near historical lows in realized volatility. 
While the January downside breakout in the US fixed income was a positive for trading, the 
continued low volatility environment in European fixed income proved difficult for the models 
as several attempts to make new lows were completely reversed. While performance was 
slightly positive in the US, European fixed income brought the sector in the negative column 
for the month. While the moves were not large enough to trigger the mean reversion models, 
the manager experienced losses from the momentum, machine learning, and breakout styles. 
The manager’s models also found the FX environment to be less than ideal. Trading in Euro, 
which has had more volatility and direction recently, was profitable for contrarian models but 
could not overcome losses in breakout, momentum, and machine learning styles. Temporary 
periods of range-bound low volatility lasting several months have occurred before, and have 
been challenging for the strategy in the past, most recently in early 2017. Fortunately, these 
periods usually presage strong directional moves. While the manager’s models have not been 
correct yet in predicting the beginnings of a new direction in foreign exchange and interest rates, 
eventually this will occur. Like in 2017, this very low volatility period has been characterized by 
an unusual lack of direction (often, low volatility accompanies market trends, as it did in January 
and early February 2020, allowing the strategy to profit even during low volatility periods). Most 
recently, in February, more direction and volatility has returned to fixed income and foreign 
exchange sectors, and performance has rebounded.

Multi-Assets
A core area where one of our Multi-Asset Managers is expecting change is environmental, social 
and corporate governance (ESG). The fund is increasingly weighted to those instruments that are 
bona fide “green” and hold 3rd party verification from creditable issuers. However the dominant 
news for the fund this month, was the official announcement of one underlying position seeking a 
main London listing. With that, the manager is now openly optimistic of a revaluation of the shares 
and subsequent uplift in the NAV of the fund. Our second Multi-Asset Manager had another very 
strong month (+2.01%). The layering approach that the committee have taken for the fund mixes 
investment in cyclical, defensive and efficiency-based assets. This multiple approach served the 
fund well again during January 2021.


